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‘Their Blood is Eastern’: Shahin Makaryus
and Fin de Si�ecle Arab Pride in the
Jewish ‘Race’

JONATHAN MARC GRIBETZ�

We consider ourselves no longer a nation but a religious community, and there-

fore expect neither a return to Palestine, nor a sacrificial worship under the ad-

ministration of the sons of Aaron, nor the restoration of any of the laws

concerning the Jewish state.

– Conference of Reform Rabbis, ‘Pittsburgh Platform’ (1885)1

Judaism, being a religion, is not an independent nationality. Nor do Jews consti-

tute a single nation with an identity of its own; they are citizens of the states to

which they belong.

– Palestinian National Council, ‘Palestinian National Charter’ (1964, 1968)2

In the philosophical-ideological battle against Jewish nationalism, twentieth-

century Palestinian nationalists followed nineteenth-century Reform Jews in defining
the Jews as an exclusively ‘religious’ community. This common position stemmed

from different concerns, of course. The Reform rabbis who gathered in Pennsylvania

in 1885 and declared in their famous Pittsburgh Platform that ‘we consider ourselves

no longer a nation, but a religious community’ had, inter alia, the Jews’ integration

into American society in mind. In contrast, the Palestinian nationalists who asserted

in the Palestinian National Charter of 1964 and 1968 that ‘Judaism, being a religion,3

is not an independent nationality’4 were vexed by the situation of the displaced and

disenfranchised Palestinians in and outside their homeland. For both the Jewish reli-
gious reformers and the later Palestinian nationalists, though, the implications of the

Jews’ not being (or, as the reformers had it, no longer being) a nation were the same:

the Jews were ‘citizens of the states to which they belong’. In other words, they did

not belong in Palestine.

Jews in the fin de si�ecle were not of one mind, of course, concerning the definition of

Jewishness and many fundamentally disagreed with the Reform rabbis’ insistence that

the Jews were no longer a nation.5 A variety of forms of Jewish nationalism emerged
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toward the end of the nineteenth century (from autonomism to Yiddishism, territorial-

ism to Bundism).6 The most fateful and enduring form of Jewish nationalism, howev-

er, was surely Zionism, a movement led by Jews who were, in the main, not religious

but who still affiliated strongly as Jews. As such, these Zionists defied (indeed, embod-

ied defiance of) the Pittsburgh Platform’s definition of the Jews as a ‘religious
community’. If it was not religion that linked the Jews, though, an alternative had to

be identified, and for many Zionists, thinking in the regnant ‘scientific’ terms of the fin

de si�ecle (and necessarily unaware of the subsequent dark history of this idea in twenti-

eth-century Europe), this link was race.7 The Jews, it was claimed by certain Zionists

(and by many others as well8), constituted a race and thus all Jews – Orthodox, Re-

form, agnostic, atheist, and any shade between – were equally Jewish by race. At a

time when the terms and concepts of ‘race’ and ‘nation’ were often used interchange-

ably,9 for Zionists, the notion that the Jews were a race had significant implications
for the perceived legitimacy of their nationalist movement.

While identifying the Jews as a race was useful for some in establishing them as a

distinct nation, Zionist race-thinkers were compelled to consider the implications of

the Jews’ racial identity for their relations with Palestine’s Arabs, who were, in vari-

ous versions of race theory, the Jews’ racial relatives. One prominent Jewish race sci-

entist, Elias Auerbach (b. Posen 1882; immigrated to Palestine 1905), for instance,

employed the notion of the Jews’ Semitic race as an argument for the

‘appropriateness of a mass return to the Middle East’, where they would be in their
‘natural’ racial environment. ‘Buoyed by ample anthropological evidence and by the-

ories of Semitic unity, Auerbach’s Zionist vision’, historian John Efron explains,

‘projected a peaceful and harmonious future for Jews and Arabs in the Land of Isra-

el.’10 In other words, for Auerbach, the Jews being a race was both an argument for

Zionism and an assurance of peaceful coexistence with Palestine’s Arab natives.

Just as Jews were struggling to define themselves in the context of competing pres-

sures and worldviews in the fin de si�ecle, so contemporary Arabs in the Middle East

were beginning to take an interest in the problem of categorizing the Jews. While the
Palestinian National Charter’s position cited above (i.e. that the Jews were followers

of a common revealed religion lacking national characteristics) ultimately came to

dominate Arabic discourse later in the twentieth century, a number of prominent

Arab intellectuals at the turn of the century shared the view of Auerbach and other

Zionists that the Jews constituted a race.11 Indeed, a conspicuous strain of such

thinking emerged, particularly on the pages of al-Muqtat:af, perhaps the most impor-

tant scientific journal of the fin de si�ecle Arab renaissance, the Nahda,12 and especial-

ly in the writings of one of the journal’s co-editors, Shahin Makaryus.
In this article, I begin by examining the racial definition of the Jews proffered by

Makaryus and al-Muqtat:af. I situate this view, first, within the then-recent controver-

sy surrounding Darwinism and the problem of secularism13 within the Arab renais-

sance of the fin de si�ecle and, second, within the contemporary Egyptian discourse

about race concerning Egypt’s rule over the Sudan. I then study the presumed impli-

cations of this categorization of the Jews for their supposed racial relatives, the

Arabs. I argue that it was precisely the imagined racial link between Jews and Arabs

that, for certain Nahda thinkers, made race an attractive category for understanding
the Jews. Next, I examine Makaryus’ approach to the question of Jewish nationalism

and Zionism and contend that his apparent sympathy toward the movement may be
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understood, at least in part, in relation to his racial definition of the Jews. Finally, I

conclude with some reflections on the implications of this study for our understand-

ing of secularism in the Arab world of the Nahda.

A key aim in excavating the role of race-thinking in fin de si�ecle Arab perceptions of

the Jews is to explore the markedly different role played by the secular notion of race
when it was transplanted from Europe into a Middle Eastern context. The difference

is especially evident in relation to the Jews, for whom racial theory in Europe served

mainly to divide them categorically from their neighbours,14 whereas in the Arab

world, certain notions of race linked the Jews primordially with their neighbours. In

addition, this article aims to contribute to the scholarship on secularism in the Middle

East by considering the presumed political implications of supposedly secular ideas

and the role of religion and religious traditions in the Nahda embrace of the secular.15

The journal al-Muqtat:af (The Digest)16 was founded in Beirut in 1876 by two Syrian

Christian scholars Ya‘qub Sarruf (1852–1927) and Farris Nimr (1856–1951), recent

graduates of and then instructors at the Syrian Protestant College.17 Sarruf and Nimr

were joined by another Syrian Christian, the autodidact Shahin Makaryus (1853–

1910), and the three served as the journal’s co-editors during its formative years.18

Makaryus was born in the small village of Ibl as-Saqi in the region of

Marjayoun, now in Lebanon. Like many others, including his co-editor Nimr,

Makaryus fled to Beirut during the violent conflict of 1860 in Syria. In Beirut, he
learned the printing trade from his uncle, who himself had founded a press. In 1869,

still in his teens, Makaryus co-founded a literary society and later became involved in

a number of scientific societies. He also began to work for the press of the American

mission, even before the founding of al-Muqtat:af in 1876. Frustrated both by Ottoman

official censorship and by local Christian missionary opposition to their embrace of

Darwinism (to be discussed below), the editors decided toward the end of 1884 to relo-

cate themselves and their journal from Ottoman Beirut to British-occupied Cairo.19 By

1885, al-Muqtat:af had resumed publication from its new home in Egypt.20

From the start, al-Muqtat:af was designed to be a scientific journal that would dis-

seminate the latest discoveries and technological innovations to the Arabic-reading

public. In an age of limited literacy in the Arab world,21 the journal did not by any

means reach a mass audience, but it was widely popular among the elite educated

classes both in Syria and, especially, in Egypt. The journal and its editors were un-

abashedly admiring and imitative of Europe. ‘The West borrowed from us when we

were once great’, wrote the editors in 1899, ‘and now it is our turn to take from the

West.’22 The journal thus regularly translated articles from British and American sci-
entific and popular journals such as Scientific American, American Journal of Science,

Nature, Popular Science Monthly, The Economist, Fortnightly, and The Times.23 As a

relatively widely-read and highly-regarded Arabic scientific journal, al-Muqtat:af rep-
resents a key window into the intellectual world of the fin de si�ecle Nahda. In order

to understand how Arab intellectuals of the period perceived the Jews, then, al-Muq-

tat:af and other writings of this journal’s editors are a most valuable source.

To begin, let us consider the terminology employed by al-Muqtat:af in reference to

the Jews. As in contemporary European-language writing, there were two terms that
were most frequently used: al-yahud (the Jews) and al-isra’ıliyyun (the Israelites). At

times, these terms were utilized interchangeably. So, for instance, a brief al-Muqtat:af
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entry in August 1916 on ‘New York: Capital of the Nations’ opens by identifying

New York as ‘the largest Jewish city [madına yahudiyya] because it has a million

Jews’. Just two months later, however, al-Muqtat:af published another short article

on New York. This time it opened by stating that ‘New York is the largest Israelite

city [madına isra’ıliyya]’.24 For some authors, though, there was indeed a meaningful
distinction between the terms ‘Jew’ and ‘Israelite’. In one 1913 al-Muqtat:af article,
the author explains that:

some members of the Israelite nation [al-umma al-isra’ıliyya] consider labeling

them ‘Jews’ to be an insult to them. They prefer to be called ‘Israelites’ following

the example of the Jews of France. But their scholars and writers disagree with

this view and, from antiquity until the present, always called themselves ‘Jews’ in

all of their books and letters. Despite this, we will use the label ‘Israelites’ in this
article because most of them who reside here in Egypt prefer this name.

Further in the article, the author explains that technically the term ‘Israelite’ refers

specifically to ‘the ten tribes that were exiled during the first exile and whose location

is now unknown’, and that ‘it is likely that contemporary Jews are not [descended]

from them but rather from the tribes of Judah and Benjamin’.25 In other words, con-

temporary Jews were not, strictly speaking, ‘Israelites’. Perceiving the necessity to

choose between historical terminological precision, on the one hand, and sensitivity
to local Egyptian Jewish sensibilities, on the other, this al-Muqtat:af author explicitly
opts to privilege the latter and thus refers to contemporary Jews as ‘Israelites’. Most

significant for the present purposes, the choice of term does not seem to correlate

with a perspective on the racial or religious definition of the Jews.26

Nine years earlier, in 1904, Shahin Makaryus published a monograph about the

Jews: Tarıkh al-Isra’ıliyyın (History of the Israelites). The introductory chapter of

this 270-page book, published by al-Muqtat:af ’s press, is called ‘The Origin and

Lineage of the Jews’ (As:l al-yahud wa-nasabuhum). (Note that though Makaryus
employs ‘Israelites’ in his title, he also uses the term ‘Jews’ and does not seem to

maintain any strict distinction between the two.) This chapter opens with this

statement describing what Makaryus considered to be the current state of race-

thinking:

Most scholars say that mankind is divided into four branches [furu‘] to which all

sects [t:awa’if] and generations may trace their origins. Their evidence of this di-
vision is the differences that exist in moral, intellectual, and physical qualities.

These four branches are the Caucasian, Mongolian, Negroid [zanjı] and Malay

[malqı].27

Though he employs certain medieval Arabic terminology,28 Makaryus follows a con-

ventional European breakdown of the races of humanity that began to be developed

in the eighteenth century.29

As is generally the case with race-thinking – indeed, this may define race-thinking –
Makaryus’ brand was not simply a mode of classification; he asserted a hierarchy.30

‘Clearly’, Makaryus insists, ‘what is meant by the history of humanity is actually the

history of the Caucasian branch. This is because the rest of the branches did not
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influence civilization [al-‘umran] as did [the Caucasians]. Civilization [al-madaniyya]

is indebted to it [the Caucasian race] as to no other branch for the way in which it

has developed.’ 31 Of the four races, by far the most influential in the rise and devel-

opment of human civilization, Makaryus claims, is the Caucasian race.

Given his acceptance of the claim that the Caucasians are the most advanced of the
races, it is hardly a surprise that Makaryus, a Christian Arab from Syria, places

‘Semites’ among the three large constituent groups of ‘Caucasians’, along with ‘Arians

or Indo-Europeans’ and ‘Hamites’.32 According to Makaryus, ‘Semites’ include ‘the

Hebrews or Jews, the Phoenicians, the Assyrians, the Arabs, the Babylonians, and the

Chaldeans’.33 Indeed, Makaryus not only classifies the Semites among humanity’s

superior race, the Caucasians; he actually locates the Semites at the creative, spiritual

helm of their many fellow Caucasians. ‘It is clear’, asserts Makaryus, that ‘the Semites

have an important place in the history of civilization and the state of contemporary
human society. From them, the three great religions emerged among the civilized: Ju-

daism, Christianity, and Islam . . . The Aryans and similar groups borrowed these reli-

gions from them’.34 The ‘Semites’, with whom Makaryus would certainly have

identified not only the Jews (the subject of his book) but also himself, are the source

of the world’s most important ‘civilized’ religions. Even the ‘Aryans’ – who, in the

minds of most nineteenth-century European race-writers, were the most superior of all

races – borrowed their religions from their Semitic originators.35

Concluding his discussion of the place of Jews among the races, Makaryus explains
that ‘the Jews, then, are Caucasian Semites’. He traces the Jews’ lineage ‘back to Shem

the son of Noah’. Makaryus, notably, does not question contemporary Jews’ direct de-

scent from the ancient Semites; rather, he insists on this continuity across the centuries.

‘During the days of the expansion of their sovereignty in Palestine’, he writes, the Jews

‘preserved their lineages and recorded them in books that were kept for this purpose.’

When Israel was exiled and scattered, these lineage records were lost, according to

Makaryus. ‘Despite this’, he contends, ‘they preserved their existence. Wherever they

went, they did not assimilate much [wa-lam yukthiru min al-ikhtilat:] among the foreign
peoples that surrounded them.’ The Jews avoided assimilation to such an extent that ‘it

is said that those of them who settled in Europe many centuries ago still have a distinct

pronunciation of European languages from that of Europeans, even to the present

day’.36 In other words, for Makaryus, the Jews of his day – whether his Jewish neigh-

bours in the Middle East or those of Europe – were authentic Semites, the progeny of

the biblical Israelites, and were best comprehended in this racial context.

There are two key historical and discursive contexts in which we must understand
Makaryus’ embrace of racial categories: one from his past in Beirut and another associ-

ated with his adoptive home in Cairo. Perhaps the central formative experience for al-

Muqtat:af and its editors was the controversy over Darwinism at the Syrian Protestant

College (SPC) in 1882. This crisis, known alternatively as the ‘Darwin Controversy’ or

the ‘Lewis Affair’,37 began when Edwin Lewis, a young American physics instructor at

the SPC, delivered a speech at the college’s commencement that was deemed by the col-

lege administration to be overly sympathetic to Darwinian theory.

In fact, Lewis’ speech, delivered just over two decades after the publication of
Darwin’s On the Origin of Species (1859), did not unequivocally advocate for the sci-

entific merits of Darwinism. ‘As to the adequacy of this theory in explaining the
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causes of events’, he said, ‘we are unable now to give a final verdict, as there are still

many things to be investigated, scrutinized, examined, and established.’ Moreover,

he insisted that regardless of the results of further inquiry, the theory need not threat-

en those concerned for religion: ‘If this theory is incorrect it is not to be feared be-

cause science will nullify it, and if, on the other hand, it is correct, man’s high mental
rank will not be degraded, not even by one particle, and he will not at all be deprived

of his spiritual nature.’38 Lewis was careful to stress that ‘whatever science teaches us

and whatever it will disclose to us in the future about the advancement of man in

past times, it will not teach us anything about the true origin, namely that we are the

sons of God’.39 Following Jos�e Casanova’s view of ‘secularization as differentiation’,

we might suggest that Lewis employed what may be regarded as a ‘secular’ paradigm,

insisting that science and religion operated in two distinct realms and thus did not,

and in fact could not, threaten one another.40 Science, as Lewis would have it, deals
with proximate causes while religion relates to those that are ultimate and

essential. Notwithstanding such protestations, Lewis’ speech was condemned by the

more conservative forces in the missionary school and ultimately led to Lewis’ re-

moval from the faculty.

To make matters worse, from the perspective of the college administration, al-

Muqtat:af – based at SPC and with two college instructors (Sarruf and Nimr) as edi-

tors – published Lewis’ speech, thereby providing it with a far larger audience than

that which had originally heard it at the commencement ceremony.41 An extended
discussion ensued on the pages of al-Muqtat:af about the speech and about Darwin-

ism, a theory that the editors found compelling. Ultimately, in the wake of this affair

and after conflicting signals from the administrators, in 1884 Sarruf and Nimr were

also dismissed from their positions at the college. Within months, the editors migrat-

ed and transplanted their journal to Cairo, where during an earlier visit in 1880 they

had been warmly received and had discovered the popularity of al-Muqtat:af among

intellectuals in Egypt.42

The ‘Lewis Affair’ has long been understood to have been a critical moment in the
maturation of al-Muqtat:af and its editors. Recently, Marwa Elshakry has placed the

affair in the broader context of the transmission of Darwinian and Spencerian ideas in

the Arab East.43 The editors, after their migration to Cairo, remained steadfast

defenders of Darwin’s theory and proponents of some of the social implications that

were drawn from it. While notions of race certainly predated Darwin, Darwin’s theory

was understood by many scientifically to explain human variation and the existence of

human races. Though Darwin used the term ‘race’ in The Origin of Species (the ex-

tended title of which includes ‘the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for
Life’), he did so, as scholars Robert Bernasconi and Tommy Lott explain, ‘only in the

broad biological use of the word’, not in the sense of races of humanity. Later, though,

in his The Descent of Man (1871), Darwin more carefully considered the implications

of his theory in a chapter ‘On the Races of Man’.44 While even in The Descent of Man

Darwin expressed uncertainty about how to account for races among humans, Social

Darwinists perceived a clear link between ‘natural selection’ and human racial hierar-

chies.45 Given its role in the (traumatic) transplantation of al-Muqtat:af to Egypt, Dar-

winism, and ideas associated with it, took on a central place in the thought and
identity of the journal and its editors. It is in this context, then, that we must under-

stand the race-thinking articulated by Makaryus, Sarruf, and Nimr.
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Moreover, as Omnia El Shakry has shown, among the intellectual, scientific fin de

si�ecle Arabic journals, al-Muqtat:af was not alone in its interest in race-thinking. Jurji

Zaydan not only published articles about race in his contemporaneous journal Al-

Hilal (such as the article on ‘As:naf al-bashar’ in 1900), but he also wrote an entire

book on the subject of race, namely T: abaqat al-umam aw as-sala’il al-bashariyya

(Classes of the Nations, or Races of Man) of 1912.46 Like Makaryus several years

earlier, Zaydan presents a study of the origin of human races and an analysis of the

various qualities (physical and spiritual) associated with each.47 Race, then, was part

of the intellectual, cultural, and philosophical worldview of fin de si�ecle Arabic jour-

nals, both reflecting and informing their broader readership’s interests in this means

of conceiving of humanity and human difference.

Questions of race were not merely of academic or theoretical interest (if they ever

are) in the new home al-Muqtat:af established for itself in Egypt. Rather, as Eve
Troutt Powell has compellingly shown, racial thinking was pervasive in nineteenth

and early twentieth-century Egypt as Egyptians conceived of their role in dominating

the Sudan (ruled by Egypt from 1821 until 1885 and again, under the British, begin-

ning in 1899). Even before the British conquest of Egypt in 1882,48 and certainly dur-

ing the British occupation as well, the discourse concerning Egypt’s role in the Sudan

– indeed its ‘civilizing mission’ – was articulated in racial terms.49 ‘In late-nineteenth-

century Egypt’, Troutt Powell contends, ‘writers and nationalists were acutely aware

of the discourse on race being conducted in western Europe, and they used it to
frame their various perspectives about the Sudan and its people.’50 Racial thinking,

then, was on the minds of the editors of al-Muqtat:af given both their experience in

Beirut and the broader Egyptian intellectual society in which they developed their

ideas and their politics.

With an understanding of this element of the intellectual–ideological world of al-

Muqtat:af’s editors, we may now return to Makaryus. If, for Makaryus, the Jews

should be conceived of in racial terms, so too should the Arabs. Makaryus addresses
what he perceives to be the racial link between Jews and Arabs in a fascinating foot-

note in Tarıkh al-Isra’ıliyyın. Identifying the biblical figure Abraham as the paterfamil-

ias of the Jews, Makaryus writes that ‘some European writers think that the Jews

[come] from the Arabs’.51 Makaryus highlights the merits of this position, explaining:

The ancestor of the Jews after Abraham was Isaac his son, and the ancestor of

the Arabs was Ishmael, the son of Abraham and the half-brother of Isaac. The
kinship [between the Jews and the Arabs] is thus clear. Some of the Arab tribes

were Jewish, both before and after [the advent of] Islam . . . Abraham somewhat

resembles a leader [shaykh] of an Arab tribe as is made clear from his biography

in the Torah . . .His morals and customs that are recorded are similar to the cus-

toms and morals of the Arabs, such as hospitality, pride, courage, bravery, gen-

erosity, protecting neighbors, and other such customs and ways of life.52

The biblical patriarch Abraham, in other words, might well have been an Arab him-
self; his son Ishmael, after all, is ‘the ancestor of the Arabs’. The Jews, according to

this theory, are simply an Arab tribe that broke off from the rest of the Arabs in the

biblical era, at the time of Abraham’s two sons, though even then not fully so; there
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remained Arab tribes that professed the Jewish religion in the periods both before

and after the rise of Islam.53 Ultimately, however, the biblical narrative is just one

piece of evidence of the familial kinship between the Jews and Arabs, and perhaps

not the most compelling one at that. Makaryus insists that his discussion of Abra-

ham and his two sons ‘is besides the fact that the Jews and Arabs are of one species
and one race [jins wah: id wa-far‘ wah: id]. The relationship between the two [i.e., Jews

and Arabs], according to science, then, is apparent and clear, and it is confirmed by

the religious histories and the traditional stories’.54 It is the ‘science’ of race that, for

Makaryus, proves the link between the Jews and the Arabs; ‘religious histories and

traditional stories’ merely corroborate this connection.

Investigating and highlighting the relationship between Jews and Arabs was not

merely a matter of intellectual curiosity for Makaryus and his fellow editors at al-

Muqtat:af. There were certain practical or ideological reasons that made the Arabs’ as-
sociation with the Jews especially important and useful at this particular moment. The

editors of al-Muqtat:af, as noted above, saw contemporary Europe as the model for a

Nahda, a renaissance that would propel the Arab world toward modern civilization,

as they imagined it. The problem, however, was that race-thinking, which was so deep-

ly embedded in current European thought, and which they duly accepted, suggested

that, as members of a non-European race, Arabs might actually lack the capacity for

the intellectual, social, and cultural progress that Europeans had experienced.

To solve this conundrum, the Jews became a critical link.55 Claiming a close asso-
ciation with the Jews offered Arabs proof that members of their own race, as they

conceived it, could be as successful and ‘advanced’ as Europeans. This logic is evi-

dent in an extended al-Muqtat:af article about the Egyptian Jewish businessman Felix

Suares that was written upon his death in 1906.56 (Though unsigned, the article was

probably written by Makaryus, who dedicated his monograph on Jewish history to

his friend Suares – a fact to which I shall return – in a preface that is markedly similar

to this article.) The introduction to the article, part of a series on the world’s leading

businesspeople, offers us some insight into the way in which the author – and, in this
case, al-Muqtat:af more broadly – viewed the Jews in relation to Easterners, or, in the

language of the time, ‘Orientals’. At times, the author writes, circumstances demand

that one ‘silence the arguments of some Europeans who claim that the nations of the

East (umam al-mashriq) are inferior to them, or that they [these nations] have aged,

that their demise is nearing, and that they will not endure’. For this author, the most

compelling refutation of such a claim is found in the example of the Jews, ‘the Israel-

ites’. After all, the Jews who settled in Europe and were granted full civil rights

‘nearly equalled or even excelled beyond’ their non-Jewish neighbours in the areas of
science, philosophy, manufacture, and commerce. Especially in the fields of philo-

sophical sciences and financial activities, ‘every European bows’ to the Jews because

‘the balance of money is in their hands, despite their small numbers’. This is the case

not only in one country, but rather ‘in every country in which they are given equal

civil rights to others, as is clear in France, Austria, and America, and as is obvious as

well in Egypt,57 since security has been strengthened and the rights of foreigners pre-

served’.58 In order to use European Jewry as proof of the potential for ‘Easterners’

to excel even beyond ‘Europeans’ – so as to encourage his fellow ‘Easterners’ and to
rebuff the condescension of Europeans – the author (again, apparently Makaryus)

must assert the fundamental ‘Eastern-ness’ of the Jews, even those of Europe.
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This was a theme to which Al-Muqtat:af returned in greater detail several years later,

in 1913, in an article on ‘The Jews of France’. The author explains the article’s aim:

Our purpose in publishing these lines is for Easterners to see that a group of them,
i.e., the Israelites who immigrated to Europe and settled France – the mother of

the sciences and arts and civilization – matched or even surpassed the French in ev-

ery pursuit. Given this, we do not know how the Europeans can claim that the

Eastern mind is inferior to the Western mind and that if an Easterner were to com-

pete with a Westerner with equal means, the Westerner would prevail.59

For evidence of Jewish success in France, al-Muqtat:af relies on an article by the

French author Eugene Tavernier.60 The article describes the spread of Jews through-
out the various parts of French public life, from the military to the government to

the police to the press. Tavernier’s article, it seems, caught the eye of al-Muqtat:af’s
editors because it showed that ‘the Israelites, who are a pure Eastern nation’, are

able to excel in France to a degree far disproportionate to their small numbers, with

Jews holding positions of prominence in ‘the sciences, literature, politics, and

finance’. And this success came ‘despite the fact that their history in France is one of

continuing oppression’, from medieval slaughters to ritual murder accusations to

economic discrimination to, most recently, the Dreyfus Affair.61 If the Jews, ‘a pure
Eastern nation’, could achieve such feats of success, even while suffering persecution

and deprivation, other Easterners (especially, for al-Muqtat:af’s purposes, Arabs)

could have confidence that they too had the ability to excel in the modern world.

What was implicit in the 1906 article on Suares is explicit in this 1913 article on the

Jews of France: the Jews can be viewed as role models for the Arabs especially (if not

only) when the Jews are defined in racial terms. ‘Here’,62 explains the author, ‘we

consider the Israelites as an Eastern people [sha‘b sharqı] in the sense that they are a

race of humanity [jins min ajnas al-bashar] and not as a people with a particular reli-
gion [ahl dın khas:s: bihim].’ As a result, there is, for these purposes, no distinction be-

tween Jews who practise Judaism and ‘those who have converted to Christianity or

Islam’.63 Thus, ‘the rise of [Benjamin] Disraeli, for instance, to prime minister of

England’, this author contends, ‘is the rise of a member of the Jewish nation [al-

umma al-yahudiyya] or of an Eastern nation, even though he was born a Christian’.64

The same is true for ‘all scholars and ministers in European countries whose origins

are Jewish [as:luhum yahudı] and for those who converted to Islam in Muslim coun-

tries and whose origins are Jewish. All of these people have Eastern blood [damuhum

sharqı] and are of the Semitic race like Arabs, Assyrians, Syrians and others of the

Semitic nations’.65 Viewing the Jews in racial terms, even deeming their religious af-

filiation irrelevant to their fundamental identity, this al-Muqtat:af author asserts an
Arab–Jewish connection that is essential and irrevocable. ‘If researching this topic

does nothing more than convince the readers of their natural ability as an Eastern

people who are not prevented from reaching the highest ranks of the advanced

nations’, such a result, concludes the author, would be ‘more than enough’.66 For al-

Muqtat:af, the Jews are a model of a successful ‘Eastern nation’ and ‘Semitic race’.67

Though the contemporary implications of Jewish–Arab racial kinship (i.e. providing

evidence for hope in Arabs’ own potential for ‘progress’) were clearly important for
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al-Muqtat:af, the journal employed this theory to explain earlier moments in history as

well. For some, the racial link between Jews and Arabs helped to account for the rela-

tively good relations between Jews and Arabs in previous periods. (These supposed

good relations were themselves a common theme in al-Muqtat:af as well as other con-
temporary journals including al-Manar and al-Hilal).68 For example, in February 1908
al-Muqtat:af published an extensive six-page article on ‘Philosophy among the Jews’. In

the middle of the article, after discussing various ancient Jewish ‘philosophical move-

ments’ such as the Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, and then rabbinic Judaism, the au-

thor reaches the subject of the Jews’ first interactions with Arabs, and then with Islam.

Some Jews, the author explains, ‘refused to remain under the Roman yoke, suffering

from chauvinistic oppression’. These Jews ‘came to the land of the Arabs, before Islam,

and settled there’. In contrast to the Roman-controlled lands from which they fled,

here in ‘the land of the Arabs’ there was ‘harmony between them [the Jews] and the
natives because they were similar in language and close in race [al-jins], and because of

the absence of a state that distinguished between native and foreigner’.69 With the ad-

vent of Islam, the author continues, ‘its oppression of the Jews was not severe’. In fact,

the Jews ‘welcomed the conquerors, and their spirit’ – which had been distressed by

‘the tyranny of the Romans and Persians’ – ‘was revived’. This article on Jewish philos-

ophy highlights that under Arab-Islamic rule a group of Jews ‘devoted themselves to

knowledge and literature’. Such Jewish scholars included the famed thinkers Sa‘adya

bin Yusuf (Saadiah Gaon) and Samuel bin Hofni.70 In other words, this theory suggests
that one of the reasons for the ‘harmony’ between the Jews and the Arabs (and thus

Muslims) was the fact that they were ‘close in race’, that their racial connections facili-

tated a natural coexistence and permitted the Jews to reach great philosophical heights.

This theory, as laid out in al-Muqtat:af, was meant to offer further proof that Jew-

ish philosophy is best developed within Arab-Islamic culture and civilization. Not

only were the Jews who first fled to Arab lands from the ‘chauvinistic oppression’ of

Roman rule the ones who attained the pinnacles of Jewish philosophic inquiry, but

the demise of Jewish philosophy can be traced, this author contends, to the moment
at which European Christendom destroyed the great Jewish community that had

flourished under Islam. ‘At the end of the fifteenth century’,71 the author explains,

‘the Jews were expelled from Spain and, in their expulsion, Jewish philosophy disap-

peared.’ For this author, the Jews have a special bond with Arab and Islamic civiliza-

tion, tied, at least in part, to their shared racial origins. Moreover, the two societies

are conceived in opposition to the imagined Other of Europe. The Jews, writes this

author, are second only to the Arabs in ‘the history of philosophy’ and share the glo-

ry with the Arabs for together having ‘preserved science and philosophy during a pe-
riod in which Europe was lost in the darkness of ignorance’. This article, in other

words, explicitly links Jewish philosophy (and, more generally, the achievements of

Jewish culture) to Arab or Islamic rule and expresses pride in the shared Arab–Jew-

ish philosophical past in contrast to the ignorant past of Europe.72

If defining the Jews in racial terms was useful for some Arab intellectuals of the Nahda

in the argument against innate, racial European superiority, what were the implications

of this position for the Jewish nationalist movement beginning to take root in Palestine?
Al-Muqtat:af did not focus significantly on the question of Zionism; this, at least in part,

can be understood in light of the journal’s mission to be a scientific, intellectual journal,
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not a forum for political opinion. However, we are able to gain some insight into

Shahin Makaryus’ views on Zionism from his writings in his monograph on the Jews.

Makaryus evinces a discernible sympathy for the Jews’ desire to restore their sovereign

existence in Palestine. For Makaryus, setting out to write the history of the Israelites,

the Torah73 is the primary source for the history of ancient Israel. The Torah, explains
Makaryus, narrates the Jews’ ‘slavery and oppression as well as the power, success, and

sovereignty that they achieved’. In this sense, the Torah is the book of the Jews’

‘consciousness, their beliefs, and religious and civil laws’. For the post-biblical period,

or, as he names it, the period ‘after the destruction of Jerusalem’, Makaryus contends

that the history of the Jews is not found in any one book; rather it is ‘dispersed among

the histories of the nations [al-umam] among which they resided as a people without a

homeland or country [sha‘ban la wat:an lahu wa-la bilad]’, a people with nothing but

‘the memory of the past and their beliefs’.74 Makaryus presents this statement about
Jewish history in order, one surmises, to explain to his reader the challenges of writing

the Jews’ history, the project that he undertakes in this book. But the way in which he

describes post-biblical Jewish history is significant for our understanding of his percep-

tion of the Jews and, in particular, their relationship to Palestine. The lack of ‘a home-

land or country’ is, in Makaryus’ view, a – perhaps the – defining feature of the history

of the Jews after the Bible. This lack not only defined the history of the Jews; it necessar-

ily limited it. All that the Jews had left during their many centuries of exile was the

‘memory’ of their former political achievements and their beliefs. Makaryus appears to
assume that the history of the Jewish Diaspora was not a ‘real’ (by which he seems to

mean ‘national’) history (an assumption Makaryus shares, it should be noted, with

many Jewish nationalist historians of the fin de si�ecle period and beyond).75 The Jews’

history, he suggests, must be culled, in a most undignified way, from the ‘proper’ histo-

ries of other nations that had their own states.

To assess Makaryus’ perspective on Zionism, beyond his subscription to a nationalist

reading of Jewish history, one must consider his specific references to the movement. In

his chapter on Jewish organizations in Tarıkh al-Isra’ıliyyın, Makaryus devotes less
than two pages to the Zionist Organization, but in his concise description he seems to

evince respect, and even sympathy, for Zionist accomplishments. ‘Among the large

organizations of the Israelites these days’, writes Makaryus, ‘is the Zionist Organiza-

tion, the goal of which is to colonize the land of Palestine and to rule it.’ Makaryus

writes that the organization’s founder, Theodor Herzl, sought to convince the Jews to

‘transport their brethren from Russia, Romania, and the places in which they are

oppressed to the land of their fathers and grandfathers in Palestine’. Makaryus contin-

ues with details about Herzl and other Zionist leaders, followed by descriptions of vari-
ous branches and institutions within the Zionist movement. At the conclusion of this

section, Makaryus indicates that he chose ‘not to go on at length about the history of

this large organization’.76 Instead, he hopes that in a second edition of the book he will

‘expand the explanation of this [matter], God willing’.77 But before ending the passage

on the Zionist Organization, Makaryus adds:

It behooves us not to disregard the fact that among the effects of these organiza-
tions and their charities is the purchase of the village of al-Mutallah78 in the dis-

trict of Marjayoun in the vilayet of Beirut and the Israelites’ settlement there;

and the purchase of lands in the areas of Hula, Tiberias, Jaffa, Haifa and so on,
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which the Jews settled. They transformed their conditions from poverty to pros-

perity [min ‘usr ila yusr] and from barrenness to fertility [min jadb ila khis:b].
79

Remarkably, Makaryus, co-editor of perhaps the most important scientific Arabic
journal of the time, expresses a strikingly positive attitude toward the Jewish coloni-

zation of Palestine. Indeed, the description of the Zionists’ success in ‘making the

desert bloom’80 could easily have been written by a Zionist.

Why would Makaryus write so admiringly of the Zionist movement? Makaryus’

perspective on Zionism (or, more precisely, the perspective he articulates in this

book) may well have been influenced, if not dictated, by the intended readership of

his book. One indication of the identity of this readership comes from the book’s

dedication to Felix Suares (1844–1906),81 scion of one of the most affluent Jewish
families in Egypt. In his dedication,82 Makaryus writes that Suares is among the

greatest of a people (umma) that includes ‘distinguished men of religion, science, and

politics’. Of this umma, Makaryus writes:

They have sat on the thrones of kings, and ruled their subjects justly for long

periods of time. God blessed their wisdom and increased their people in their

days. They have achieved wide fame and reached the pinnacle of glory and hon-

our in their virtuous work. There is no need to mention those great philoso-
phers, celebrated poets, exacting historians, authors and philanthropists.

From this dedication – before the body of the text even begins – we find that Makar-

yus intends this book to be a glorification of the Jews, in honour of his friend Suares.

‘The reader of this book’, Makaryus declares, addressing Suares, ‘will see the badge

of truth, faithfulness and diligence represented in the nation of which you are a part.’

He chose to dedicate the book to Suares in recognition of ‘our years of friendship,

and because I observed your glorious work that benefited all the residents of this
happy region [i.e., Egypt]. You should accept it as a reminder of kindness and as an

acknowledgement of your favor. May God grant you a long life’. The final 50 pages

of the 260-page book focus on the contemporary Jewish community of Egypt and of-

fer biographical sketches of prominent individuals and families (six pages on reli-

gious leaders,83 the rest on the financial elites84). This book was clearly designed to

interest (and delight) the Jewish community of Egypt. It is certainly possible that

Makaryus thought that this audience would appreciate kind words about Zionism.85

The positive, non-critical nature of this work was noticed, and highlighted, by one
prominent early reviewer of the book, Rashid Rida, the editor of the prominent Ara-

bic Islamic journal of the fin de si�ecle, al-Manar.86 In al-Manar, Rida describes

Makaryus as ‘widely knowledgeable in history’. In his review, Rida outlines

Makaryus’History of the Israelites87 as a work on ‘the lineage and origin of the Jews;

their spread and history before and after the exodus from Egypt; their scattering

throughout the world, east and west; their religion, law, sects, and holidays; their fa-

mous members from the distant and recent past; their associations; and their distin-

guished and notable men at present’. While Rida’s summary accurately represents
the book’s contents, the brief review is not without its critique. ‘In his writing about

the religious minorities [at:-t:awa’if wa-l-milal]’, Makaryus’ style, contends Rida, is ‘to

focus on that which is good and praiseworthy’ in the respective religion, ‘and to pay
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no attention to the negative’. As a result, Makaryus ‘never mentions anything blame-

worthy’ about the Jews. Rida concludes the review by noting that ‘some Jewish lead-

ers have praised the book and approved its use for teaching in their elementary

schools due to its brevity and its simplicity’.88 One wonders to what extent Makaryus

offered a sympathetic reading of Zionism simply in order to appeal to his intended
audience, regardless of any negative attitude he may have held toward the move-

ment. At the same time, it seems overly simplistic to attribute any positive attitude

toward Zionism solely to the author’s financial interests. After all, Makaryus knew

that this book would also be read by non-Jews (and could have expected it to be

reviewed by none other than Rashid Rida) and other interests could have dictated a

different approach. Makaryus’ perspective on the Jews and Jewish history, as articu-

lated in his writing in al-Muqtat:af and in his Tarıkh al-Isra’ıliyyın, along with his

relations with Jewish contemporaries, might well have given him a somewhat more
sympathetic estimation of the Jewish national movement. Makaryus’ positive words

about Zionism may have been at least in part related to his perception of the Jews as

the Arabs’ racial relatives, as Semitic, eastern cousins returning home.89

This study has situated Shahin Makaryus’ racial definition of the Jews in multiple

layers of historical context – local, regional, and international – thereby enabling us

better to understand the thought of a critically important and influential intellectual

of the fin de si�ecle Arab Nahda. Through this analysis, I hope to have shown the
ways in which the contemporary European concept of race, and especially the idea

of a race – or racial origin – shared by Jews and Arabs, informed the ways in which

people could view one another in the Middle East. Importantly, as we have seen,

such ideas were not merely passively received and reproduced. Indeed, as race-think-

ing was transported to the Middle East, and translated into an Arabic idiom, signifi-

cant differences emerged from the European version, in both function and content.

First, whereas in Europe, the notion of race, especially as it related to the Jews, func-

tioned to separate and isolate the Jews from their neighbours, in the Middle East
race could serve to link Jews, even newcomers from abroad, to the local non-Jews

(even as it had other, more divisive effects on, for instance, perceptions of the Sudan).

Second, Makaryus interpreted and transformed the concept of race in a particular

manner. That is, he integrated race science not into secular nationalism in a Europe-

an mould, but into biblical narratives. Such a combination necessarily complicates

the presumption of a clear divide between ‘religious’ and ‘secular, scientific’ knowl-

edge and may point us in new directions in our understanding of, for instance, the

rise of nationalism in the Arab world and the particular place of conceptions of race
and religion in the theorization of nationalism during this formative period. Finally,

Makaryus’ ideas return us to the issue with which we began – that of the similarities

in the respective approaches of nineteenth-century Reform Judaism and twentieth-

century Palestinian nationalism to the issue of Jewish nationhood. For in both

instances we are left to contemplate the relationship between theory and politics. On

the one hand, it is difficult to believe that it was race theory that led Makaryus to be-

lieve in the potential for Arab progress; the reverse would appear more reasonable.

And yet, Makaryus’ sympathy toward Zionism suggests at least the possibility that a
theory, no matter the motivations for adopting it, might lead one to embrace other-

wise implausible political positions.
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